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Analytical techniques designed to deal with spatial distributions in 
archaeological contexts have recently been brought to the attention of the 
field (Whalton 1973, 1974}. Developed originally by plant ecologists 
(Clark and Evans 1954), these approaches constitute a methodological 
advance over commonly used subjective criteria for the evaluation of the 
existence and/or significance of spatial patterns. This paper analyzes 
spatial associations L,/ artefact types at Liencres, an open-air site on the 
north Spanish coast. A nearest neighbour analysis is a central feature of 
this study. Graphic output from the nearest neighbour program allows for 
objective measurement of spatially overlapping clusters of objects by com 
paring the distributions of those objects with random, maximally dispersed 
and maximally aggregated theoretical distributions adjusted for density. 
Jaccard's coefficient, chi-squared and Pearson's contingency coefficient are 
used Ij to compare tool frequencies occurring in 'shared space' (Hanson 
and Goodyear 1975), 2) to evaluate the (statistical) significance of point 
scatters and 3) to measure the strength of relationship between spatially co 
occurring pairs of tool types. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper discusses several current approaches to intrasite spatial 
analysis and applies them to artifactual data from Liencres, an early 
Holocene open site in Cantabriaii Spain. A nearest neighbor analysis is 
performed to assess the degree of aggregation or dispersion of common 
artifact types; Jaccard's coefficient provides a measure of similarity in 
spatial distribution for each pair of types; chi-squared evaluates the 
statistical significance of tool frequencies occurring in shared space and 
Pearson's contingency coefficient is used to measure the strength of rela- 
tionship. The "shared tool" method advocated by Hanson (1975) is 
employed throughout. 

The test site, Liencres, was discovered and excavated in 1969 (Clark 
1974). Artifacts appearing on the deflated surface of a blowout were 
determined to be associated with the A-horizon of the terra fusca soil 
characteristic of Post-Pleistocene pedogenesis in the area (Butzer and 
Bowman 1971). Although a slight degree of vertical displacement may 
have occurred as a consequence of deflation, stratigraphie tests indicate a 
single, shallow (ca. 5 cm. thick) cultural stratum coextensive with that 
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exposed in the deflated area. The degree ofpost-depositional disturbanceis 
thus argued to have been minimal. 

A systematic surface collection was undertaken first in order to 
determine the horizontal distribution of artifactual debris. Maximum sur- 
face scatter at the site covered an area some 9 m. wide by 20 m. long 
(ca. 180 m.2). The area was small enough for a sample approaching 100% 
to be collected, thus the problem of sampling error did not enter into 
the project in its initial phase. A grid of 663 squares 50 cm. on a side was 
erected over the site. The positions of all artifacts were plotted on a master 
plan, and their co-ordinates entered on coding forms for subsequent 
analysis. More than 1,000 artifacts were collected; subsets taken from 
these point-provenienced data constitute the data used in this analysis. 

It was concluded from the paucity of features and from the relatively 
thin scatter of lithic debris that occupation at the site was of short dura- 
tion. That primary tool manufacturing activities were conducted was in- 
ferred from the scarceness of retouched pieces and the prevalence of 
debitage. No identifiable faunal remains were recovered, but the presence 
of a grinding slab, tiny shell and bone fragments, and phosphate concentra- 
tions suggest food processing and consumption, and some accumulation 
of garbage (Butzer and Bowman 1971; Clark 1974). 

Although almost 40 morphologically defined types were recovered 
from the surface collection (de Sonneville Bordes and Perrot 1954, 1955, 
1956; Clark 1971), data used in this study were restricted to the 15 tool 
and debitage categories which were numerically common on the site. 
In an effort to make inferences about past behavioral patterns, hypothe- 
tical and intentionally broad functions were assigned to each type at the 
outset, and some speculations were offered about materials worked, where 
appropriate to do so (Table 1). Finally, types were broken down into 
1) those items which could be considered resultant from primary manu- 
facturing activities, related to the acquisition of raw materials and core 
preparation, 2) secondary manufacture and its resultant byproducts, and 
3) formalized tools, or systematically retouched pieces. The initial 
assumption was that activities identifiable from their archaeological 
residues might be spatially discrete or at least distinguishable from one 
another. A second assumption was that the artifacts constitute mainly 
"primary" and "de facto" refuse, in the jargon of Schiffer (1975); they are 
debris categories 1) discarded at the location of manufacture and/or use, 
and 2) items abandoned with the abandonment of the site (Schiffer 
1975:104). Because of the transient nature of the occupation, it is argued 
that discrete dumps or "secondary" refuse discard areas would not have 
had time to develop. 
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TAILC   1 

r rann) AT LIBCUI - •uaouMiiou. Tm«, irmwTKAi. 

• laUT  HUIUrACTVU r-a-'l '1-"   cebtol**   (Q) ra*  •ataclâl;   kaABsrlBg.cruakli 

•»lit  co«bl«  ••«»••t*  <Q> car«  pr«p>rBtl«a;   >•—irtf, atoM.   ••«•tal  aAttar 
cruaklBi (Buta,   a**aa) 

Mclvl r»» Htarlal BOM 
prtaary «»carticAtian  flslMa cor«  pr*»*ratloa,   cuttlnt, >WM>.   »il*r/kM*. 

• licl^ fel««a.   v«c«tal  ••tt«r 
MM  r«M«al  flakM   <P) eor«  rajuvcutlaa »OM 

•lllMMm ri ••ca«ri*ry  Mcorticatlttn  flkkaa «««»Aclary  ••au<«ctur*i   lt(bt «ood.   aailcr'hoM. 
cuttl^.allclaf ktd«*,   v«(«tal  mmitmr. 

(l«ab 
plai«  riafcaa »«coBterr  aamifactur«;   llfbt aood,   aatlar/baa«, 

cuttt^,»ltcla( hidaa,   *«c«tal  aattar, 
IIw 

rt^n«  flak««   (Q) »ds«  ratoucb o* Asturlan plek« 
•iMMlM  tlaUs   <r> «•coAdary  r«towch,   «kattct 

bl«d«I»ta light ftliclai.  cuttlaa,   «bavia« «ood,   aatlar/b« 
btdaa,   vagatBl  i 

iOiUMLBSt) tOOLM 
Mtekaa llgbt abavla«,   «crb^as cyllNdrlcal     «aod, aatUr/boM 

«bjact« 
Oaottculataa ««nlog,   «hrvddli^  flbrou* ««tart«!     oood, a«tl«r/b«a«, 

flbrou«   v«c«tal   aati«r 
p«rfM-atora drllli^,   plarclM ••<>*>• aatlar/bOM, 

bid«« 
bscs plarciac,   poaaiblr  gravl^ vood, aatlar/bwaa 
burla« «crapla«.  «ravla« ••od. aatl«r/b<b« 
»Mcl«lfof« aadscrspan plaala«,   «craplac «ood 
pick» ba^wrli«,   Mabl^,   dlulu* aood, be««/Batl*r,^arth 

cboppi^,   «hraddlga,   teavy-duty »ood, boBa/aail«r,fl«>b 

cbo**l^  taol« cbopplD«,   abrvddlas,   hmmtr-Outr ••od,   boac/a^tlar.fl««b 
cuttlkc 

griadlai  «lab« grlbdta«,cruabin« «••oa.   aut«,   «asatal 
a«tt«r,   pit>*>t^ 

THE NEAREST NEIGHBOR ANALYSIS 

With the aid of a computer program written originally by T.P.Muller 
at the University of Chicago, and subsequently much revised, a nearest 
neighbor analysis was performed on the surface array, using the Clark and 
Evans (1954) formula for first-order nearest neighbor, testing for signifi- 
cance using the standard normal variable (Fig.3). The nearest neighbor sta- 
tistic is an objective measure of the degree of departure from randomness 
toward maximal dispersion or aggregation of points distributed across a 2- 
dimensional surface. For obvious reasons, the statistic is extremely sensi- 
tive to area; area was defined at Liencres as equivalent to the area of the 
grid shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The boundary problem (cf. Whallon 1974:22, 
23) was not particularly important in this case because areas on the peri- 
pheries of the grid were also inspected. Only on the northeast side of the 
scatter did any artifacts occur in proximity to and outside of the grid boun- 
dary. The positions of these pieces were plotted and suitable adjustments 
in the sample size were made for each type. 
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The results of this analysis are presented in Table 2. It was noted, 
first, that quartzite nuclei, split cobble segments and plain tlakes tended to 
be more or less randomly distributed, along with tlint core renewal tlakes, 
perforators, bees and nucleiform endscrapers. This implies that activity 
sets in which these items functioned were generally distributed in space 
across the site, or, alternatively, that these items were discarded at random 
after use. The influence of large N on the nearest neighbor statistic would 
seem to be pronounced. Those types which depart most markedly from ran 
domness are flint trimming, plain and decortication flakes, all of which are 
more aggregated than would be expected. The distributions of quartzite 
decortication and trimming flakes also departs significantly from random- 
ness. These are precisely those types which are numerically most common 
on the site surface. 

«. • 
I  -^^ 

r - dlBtkBc« to first M«r«st iMlgbbor,   •MNSCI ov*r K 
N -   nuabcr of  mm^uunmmat»  tmkmm  In tb« ob»orv«d  po|HjlKtioci 
p -  d«a*lt]r of   thm obs«rvMl populctloo,   glvan by   R/A 
A -  «r««   LB unit! coa^Arabl«  to tbo«« usod  to coaputo r 

Bai^« •    • 0  to 2.15,   «tor» 1^ • 0,   II points «r« clutorod   !• 
«•• apot  la A.   or,  «Itorastivaly.   occur •• p«tra,   tripl«ta 
•tc;   •• >   1   iadlcAt*« a randan dtstrlbutlon la A  aad 1^ •   2.IS 
Ipdlcataa aaxLaal  dlaparalon. 

TUT or SIONiriCAÜCI 

'•"   ^   r/B,   tb« ••*> dlstAKCo  to aaaroat  Bolghbor 
r,-  1/2 f7   ',   tkm •••» dlataoc«   to aoaraat nalfbbM*  «vpoctod 

la as iBflaltoljr   Ikrg«  rftndoa dlatrtbutlo« of   doaal'.y 
oy    • O.MlM/iTp",   tb* atandard arror of   tb« m»a dlafcaaoo 

*  to M*rost  Misbbor  in a  raadoaily  dlatrlbwtad popMlaU«* 
of  daaaltr p 

(ftXtor Clark aad Ivaaa  1934;449-4S3) 

T NlIOMOb STftTItTIC   (t„)  «D  ITt T1»T 9  flVcnCBKI   U> 
AMD tVAVS   1»Ï4:44S-4S3). 
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LIIMCaU-.   WWACC QOLUCTIOII   -   TW  tBAMMMT   ••lOUOa  tT*ri«TlC   (K,>   It»  OMKW UTtr*CT  1 
OMMUii (r,) uu> nracnu t%} MM uirr/miM» ui oinH, •in vruiuui  «vutioa H üB 

(«r,).   ntWIÉait NOUML KUIIAIU   (e)  AMO   ITW AMMCIATmM fMBkBlUn   (V(C>>. 

AcrimcT TTH H ». Ir/g(-*,) «>-•/* i/a/p(-».) • .Miaa//-iri-«ra* . »|c> 

paMlaa.   eoMlaa:   •*mmmé. 
«uartatta 11 UM M.ari .OOWM »I.M) 14.4M •S.tl .007« 

Buclai.   mal 1« .Ma «7.717 .00004« 71.5*7 a.aii -1.70 -uosa 
Buclal,   ^arlKlta * .ma 134.«4» .00001« 134.DM M.4M ««.«s .»7«0 
aflii   coMla  a^Baata. 

«war111 ta 14 .Wl 57,34« .00003T Ml.lMa II.M3 -B.ia .eiM 
(laMa.   Oacarticatiaa: 

tllat 2*1 .9M 11.14« .000733 la.5W .»5 -It.Sl .0003 
ftakaa.   dacordcaiiaa: 

34 .433 la.ou» .00014« 41.13» l.MO -«.11 .0003 
tlakM.   ^lata:    fllai 1114 .wa 13.0O1 .000525 ai.aoa .•!• -10.7i .0003 
Ilakaa.   »lala:   «iMriali« 14 :T77 aï.42« .000037 •1.331 11.34t -l.M .IM« 
Ilak«a,   triMln«:   fllat Hl 22.117 .00024» 31.a41 1.743 -».»7 
riakaa.   irlaala«:   «tita. 1» .Më M.3M .000051 M.MT ».357 -X.M .0003 
flakM,  cara raanal: 

fllal Ï .3J3 M. »43 .000U13 13».WM 91.TM -1.73 .0«M 
klatetata.   lUat 49 .TST 33.4Na .00011» M.9aa >.«•! -S.N .OOM 

parloratora,  taca: 
riiai It 1 .123 109.033 .OWlVlV »I.60U 14.4M *1.I4 .1543 

•oicttaa,   Mnilculataa: 
(Hat 11 I.M» 131.Mti .DD0U3S »l.toOU 14.4M *I.IO .OWa 

raiQwckad bladalata: 
rilat • .453 61.457 .OOOOU 124.03« M.4fta -1.3» .01*3 

tarlaa;   fUat H .MI 43.7M .0UOO31 101.4U I».a9l -3.31 .0014 
aadacra^ra.   «uclmitarm: 

lllnl • I.13S 130.jza .ooooai 107.411 iv.a5i «1.15 .3303 

BASIC STATISTICS AND THE COEFFICIENT OF JACCARD 

It should be kept in mind that the nearest neighbor statistic measures 
the degree of dispersion or aggregation of points; by itself, it does not pro- 
vide any information about the association of the types represented by 
those points. The mean distance to nearest neighbor, however, and its stan- 
dard deviation are basic statistics which are useful in regard to this prob- 
lem. Theoretically, the interval defined by the mean distance to nearest 
neighbor plus its standard deviation, or x + s, should include 84% of the 
distances between items of like type in the distribution. Inspection of 
Table 3 indicates that the proportion of n included in x + s is actually 
about 85%. This fact is useful, as Whallon (1974) has pointed out, for the 
definition and comparison of spatial clusters of artifact types. Circles the 
radii of which correspond to the interval x + s are constructed for each 
type; the sum of the circle areas constitutes what might be called the type 
specific interaction space. CALCOMP plotter generated interaction spaces 
for major debitage categories are given in Figs. 4-8. By using the overlay 
procedure advocated by Whallon (1974), 120 non-reflexive pairwise com- 
parisons were made of the 15 most commonly represented artifact types. 
All types with frequencies fewer than 8 were eliminated. The comparisons 
were evaluated using the similarity coefficient of Jaccard(Sokal and Sneath 
1963:126-129). If, for each comparison, A is the first type and B the sec- 
ond, it is possible to construct a 2 x 2 contingency table of the form giv- 
en in Fig. 9. The proportion of N items in the AB intersect is contrasted 
with the proportion of items in A but NOT IN B, and in B but NOT IN 
A. The fourth cell in the table, items not in A and not in B is, in this case. 
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an empty set (Hanson 1975; Hanson and Goodyear 1975). The propor- 
tions are essentially a ratio between shared and unshared items which ex- 
cludes the empty set (Hanson 1975). The results are given in Table 4 and 
may be interpreted directly as an item-based index of spatial association 
ranging from 1.00, which would imply distributions in which all items in A 
are contained in B, and vice versa, to zero, in which case no items in A are 
contained in B. As is clear from inspection of Table 4. the major debi- 
tage categories overlap extensively in terms of their interaction space, 
which implies that the various activities related to core preparation and 
primary production of flakes and blades were conducted in areas which 
were not spatially discrete. 

THE CHI-SQUARED TEST 

Although the coefficient of Jaccard can be interpreted directly in terms 
of a correlation coefficient matrix, or used as a basis for a cluster analysis 
(Whallon 1974), it should be noted that the statistical significance of the 
values obtained is not known. In other words, no parametric value can be 
attached to the proportion of positive matches, a weakness of clustering 
techniques in general. In order to assess the statistical significance of the as- 
sociations, standard chi-squared tests were performed on the same pairwise 
comparisons evaluated with the coefficient of Jaccard. In this test, the null 
hypothesis (HQ) is that the observed cell frequencies do not differ by an or- 
der of noagnitude greater than that which would be expected due to chance 

LiaOUS;   mMTMCt COLUCTIIM   -   MUIC  «TATUTICS RB UaOCIATna IIMWIIMW OT (»•••  ««TINfT  TTI««. 
TOBU. mjmam cou^cno n TTH (H), aua^ mta m CALCULATKMS (>> Aas airtx, «IIB «• or jmrnxiMM 
n» màaman utimmm (lii) ra AU* UMCIS MM, mu DISTAJCI IO HAUST ni9mm a}, mm m iwiiiiii 
anuTtoMi (X<K,->>'). lAwu nAjnauc OCVUTIOM (•), «A« 9UM mmBÊ*a [vtuTH» (IM>.  I iwiiw 
•AAlua ft fio) KM iBAiwnaan IAA^ m »IOUAL w,r%, iMO iMMuiTiap at • twriawn B s*«. 

«•TiMCT trn R >        ixj        I       £Ui-s>' > i*A !••• X * lAiimi IM I 

33. »Ï 4441.1 17.« 41.74 ».•7 
1«.» IICWO.M 1Q.7J M.tS l».4fT 
«•.M 1M15.0« U.M 13. U 41.M 
«4.M 101«.M 10.M 54.44 .— 

«in: 
fflMM.   trl^M 1* 1» 
fl«tea,  «•c»rticatl«B 33 M 
flkM*«.   ylaiB 14 13 
•^11  o«M:l«  •>§—• tg 14 11 
»MklM,   e«MlM: 

iiMllillfl— 11              »            343          37.OO       4M3.00         24.11        »1.31 
•MUI* 7               3            141         44.33       UM.«7          40.41       M.74 

PLUTT: 
tlUM.   triplas tl M 

tlUM.   »lal« 

kla^laU,   umr«t«wcl 

MC 1*1 

klBtetata,   r^tawcfca« 
p*r(«r*tara,   b*c« 

•air   r^toitcllil 

Itcat««  a  ta» i 

1«»7 • .43 M04.7» 5.0« 11.70 
1409 7.3« 107»».1» 7.ft4 13.U 

M 33.30 Ml .00 IT.U «O.7» 

»47 13.«7 •OM,711 13.41 M.M 
413 3S.7» 4«U.M la.ii «3.«li 

laa 3t.40 3457. M a*.w «».7» 
347 30.VT 44M.M 35.83 »4.10 
»03 S».M 1110.•» 11.7« «7.M 
3*1 29.00 lOM.OO l«.15 4». IS 

4M •0.7» 313».«fl IT.M 7«.» 

4T1 M.«0 11U7.M »4.44 14«.M 

IMIM ia cICHlatia« 

•t» ••> 
TM 
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LinCUS:   SIBfACl COLUCTIOI -   DISTIIIUTIOK OF qUAATtlTI  MIMUTT MMÜ 
nOOaTICATIOM   FLAXES. 

variation under the assumption of independence; the alternative hypo- 
thesis (H]) is simply that the variables are related in some way (Blalock 
1972). The contingency table must be altered to the form shown in Fig. 10 
so that items in unshared space are contrasted with items in shared space. 
As noted, chi-squared measures statistical independence. 'The expected 
(cell) frequencies are calculated on the basis of the assumption that the var- 
iables are not related (that is, they are the same for all four cells); the ob- 
served frequencies measure the degree to which that assumption is violated' 
(Blalock 1972:279). In the present case, if items A and B are statistically 
independent, then knowing the values for one will not aid in predicting the 
values for the other. Out of 120 pairwise comparisons, 47 were determined 
to be statistically significant at alpha less than or equal to .01. This means 
that, if a probability of Type I error equal to .01 is considered acceptable, 
a statistically significant relationship exists between types A and B. In 
terms of these spatial data, A and B could either be more or less closely 
associated than would be the expectation under the assumption of inde- 
pendence. No information is provided about the strength of the relation- 
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JAOCAKii-s coirriciurr or SIMILUITT 

"AB ••B •» 

"Ab ".•. \ 

"A °. B 

(tiy^g*-   u)       *ta«ra: 

»*• - tau IB A and B 
^ - tama In A 

•• - !••• in B 

•• - tSM not In A 

•b • taaa not in B 

»•b =• taaa not in A and not 

(after Soksl and Sa«ath 1)163 

itaaa in A aad aoT B plus  it« 
In  B awl  NOT A   l»^ *     a^) 

1 B   (hara  aa aapty  act) 

'  «UCINAU 

ship between A and B; all that has been demonstrated is that a relation- 
ship of some sort exists. It should be borne in mind that if sample sizes are 
large, as they are in some cases here, statistical significance is easily attain- 
ed, given even a very slight relationship. It is thus beneficial to make use of 
some objective measure of the strength of relationship. 

PEARSON'S CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT 

A chi-square based statistic called Pearson's contingency coefficient was 
used to assess the strength of relationship between all types which had chi- 
squares significant at the .01 level (Conover 1971:1 70-1 72; Blalock 1972: 
297,298). Pearson's coefficient (Fig. 11) ranges from zero to .707, in the 
case of a 2 x 2 table. Zero indicates that the variables are completely in- 
dependent; .707 indicates perfect association. The maximum value which 
the C statistic can take on increases according to the number of rows and 
columns in the table. For large tables, it approaches but never attains uni- 
ty. The maximum value is sometimes used as a scalar to render C more 
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SA  (BUTV  THAf Ot  igUAl, TO   .WW: 

Buclat   (P) *"'' (noicaaa  *   danticulataa   (F)) 
LinrvtaucMd OLadalata   (P) anU (noichaa   •  aaalleulalaa   (P)> 
auclal   IP) •"« (parforaiora  .   baca   tP»> 

S^  dUATia  IWR «  igUAL n>   .»iO.   LUS THAH   .»OO: 

(prlMM-y *  Mcoadarir  Oacortlcatiaa   ftakaa (F)} 
BB4) (Botchaa  t   daoticula 

Plata  ïlafcaa   (F) ana andacrapara   (F) 
BBllt  eobOla aacMnta   (0) and nuclat   (4) 
plain  Ilakaa   (F> • ad (prlMrr   •   «coadarr dacorilcation   flakaa   (F>> 

.sse 
and buri,na   (F) .se« 

triMlM fiafeaa  (4) and auclal   (g) .M9 
Ication riakaa «))} 

(noichaa  *   dantlcula taa   {F)) .ara 
plaiB nalMB  (P) and (ootchaa  •   dariticul« taa   <r)> .HJ 
trlMBla«  flakaa   (P) • •d (ootclMa  •   dantlcula taa   <F)> .M« 

•A OUAIBt -null 0* tgtML TO .•OU.    LfcSS  TMAK   .asU: 

trlBUAg   flBk«a   (F) •nd unrata^bad  dladalat a  (P) .TM 
apllt  coMle a«SMnl8   (Q) and ta« irti .•OO 
apUt  cobbla aacaanta   (Q> • ad (parforatora  •   baca tpl) -MM 
plala flakaa   <F) and Duciai   (F) .•M 
(prlwiT •  aaconOBrjr daeort icalloa llaiwa (F) 

•M andacrapara   (F) .MT 
plain flakaa  (P) aod unratoucbad  »ladala a  (P) .«14 
plBtn tlaiMa   (P) •od trlBin«   flaua   (P) .•1« 
aadacrapara   (F) • nd trlMBtaa   flahaa   (P) .•1« 
aMacrapara   <F) • nd unratouchad   oladal« •  <P) ,•23 
triMiat nakaB  <4> • Dd (noicbaa  .   danlicolatM   (P») .•M 
(prlHarj  t   aacoadarr  dacor Icatlon flaKaa <F>) 

BBd (parforatora *  baca (P» .UT 
trlaam   Makaa   «)) •nd burina   <F) .•M 
nuclal   (Q) •nd nuclal   (F> .MO 
• pltt   coMla eaiMota   <«) aod cor*  ranaaal   (lakaa <P) .•43 
(prlaarjp  •  a«c«a(laf7  d«cor icatlon flaaaa (0)) 

•nd (F)) .•41 

readily interprétable by setting the upper limit of the coefficient equal to 
I.OO, as in Fig. 11 (Blalock 1972:298). The 47 pairwise comparisons which 
had significant chi-squares were evaluated using Pearson's C to assess the 
strength of relationship. Because only those comparisons with significant 
chi-squares were used, and because Pearson's statistic is itself based upon a 
chi-squared distribution, it follows that all of the comparisons so evaluated 
would be statistically significant at alpha less than or equal to .01. 

Results obtained by applying Pearson's coefficient to the Liencres data 
are presented in Table 5. Only adjusted coefficients greater than .700 are 
listed. Inspection of the table shows, first of all, that the 47 comparisons 
which the chi-squared test determined to be significant at the .01 level are 
reduced to just 12. Second, if the hypothetical functions assigned at the be 
ginning of the analysis are applied to these strongly related pairs, it be- 
comes possible to distinguish tool kits related to 1) primary and secondary 
tool manufacture, and edge renewal; 2) to light cutting/slicing/shaving of 
animal and vegetal matter; and 3) to core preparation and primary manu- 
facturing activities. The first would seem to include quartzite nuclei and 
trimming flakes; the second comprises flint plain and decortication flakes, 
unretouched bladelets, notches and denticulates; and the third consists of 
flint and quartzite nuclei. Other kits seem to combine these functions, or 
are more difficult of interpretation. The distributions of the three principle 
tool kits at Liencres are presented in Figs. 12-14. Tool manufacturing and 
edge renewal seem to be activities confined mainly to the southeastern 
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•pilt  cobbla accaanta   (Q) *  burlaa   (P) 11.29 
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(upper left) portion of the site, as indicated by the heavy concentration of 
quartzite nuclei and trimming flakes in that quadrant (Fig. ! 2). Residues 
from cutting/slicing/shaving activities have a more general distribution, but 
show a marked concentration tovtfard the center of the site (Fig. 13). Core 
preparation and/or disposal is again confined to the southeastern quadrant, 
as indicated by the concentration of flint and quartzite nuclei there (Fig. 
14). 
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